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Introduction
Welcome to the Wakanda Datasource API. The Datasource API is part of the Wakanda Ajax Framework (WAF), which
includes all the APIs that are available on the client-side of Wakanda. This high-level API allows you to control the
Datasource manager, which is responsible for managing automatic functions between widgets on the Interface pages and
the data handled through datastores or JavaScript.
Using the Datasource API, you can, for example, implement functions on the client that:
add or delete entities in the widgets,
perform queries and sorts on the data in the widgets,
subscribe to datasource events and dispach events to subscribers, and
execute code on the client when data is modified.
Integration into the Wakanda architecture
The Datasource API is one of Wakanda's three JavaScript data access APIs. You can access it on the client and it
belongs to the overall Wakanda Ajax Framework (WAF) API. You use the methods in the Datasource API to manage
widgets associated with datasources on your application's Interface pages. You generally execute them in asynchronous
mode.
The two other JavaScript data access APIs are the Datastore and the Dataprovider. You access the Datastore API on the
server; it provides full access to the datastore models and data for the Wakanda applications on the server machine
(see Datastore). You access the Dataprovider API on the client; it provides low-level methods that you can use to
manage data exchanges between the datasources and Wakanda Server (see Dataprovider).
This diagram represents the architecture of the JavaScript data access APIs in Wakanda:

Usually, your Wakanda applications use a combination of several different APIs. You choose which API to use, whether
on the server or the client, according to the business logic of your application and your model-related needs. More
specifically:
When you need to programmatically control the operation of datasources, use the high-level methods of the
Datasource manager (client API);
When you need to perform advanced processing on client-side data without necessarily displaying the data or
enabling the automatic datasource mechanisms, use the methods of the Dataprovider (client API);
When you need to perform processing related to business rules that modify the data, use the Datastore (server
API).
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The goal is to try to minimize the number of requests to the server since these operations have a tendency to slow down
the execution of your application. Therefore, it is recommended to run as much code as possible on the server using the
Datastore and to only send requests to execute a function and retrieve results. All operations related to the business
logic that modify data must be run on the server because client APIs are responsible for data presentation and user
interaction. For example, it is more efficient to sort a datasource class on the server and return the resulting entity
collection than to sort the datasource's entity collection. On the server you have greater control over access, errors,
etc. You can use datasource class methods or remote procedure calls (RPCs) to execute code on the server.
Conversely, data formatting tasks should be performed on the client using WAF APIs. For example, if processing results
for a large set of data, it is preferable to send it as an array of objects from the server and to format it on the client
rather than generating the HTML on the server and then sending it to the clients.
The distribution of tasks is related to the concept of a "service" and facilitates data access from clients other than
standard Web browsers: when the server returns "raw" data in the form of arrays, it is possible to create Smartphone
applications, desktop applications, Flash applications, and so on, that can connect to it and then format the data
locally. The idea is to separate the interface layer as much as possible from the data layer in order to increase the
power of your Web applications.

What is a Datasource?
Datasources are a central concept to Wakanda's architecture and are intended to make developping Web applications as
simple as possible. A datasource contains data and automatically generates events when this data is changed. Your code
and widgets can subscribe to these events and take appropriate actions (for example, when the
onCurrentElementChange event is generated by a datasource, your code can calculate a value to then display or
highlight the corresponding row in a Grid widget). Different kind of events can be subscribed to separately.
One or more widgets can subscribe to a datasource on the Interface page. Once subscribed, a widget has access to many
automatic functions to help manage its content:
Automatically send data from the datasource to the widget.
Automatically update the datasource data when it is modified in a widget to which it is subscribed. For example,
when a user enters a value in the widget, it will be sent to the datasource.
Automatically update all the widgets subscribed to the same datasource when data is modified. If data is
modified in the Grid widget, the updated value will be displayed in any other widget on the Interface page with
the same datasource.
Implementing comprehensive event management that calls code when data in the datasource changes.
Managing Events
Automatic event management is a major characteristic of datasources that greatly simplifies code you write. It lets you
create dynamic and interactive interfaces without having to worry about data updating issues.
To understand automatic event management in Wakanda datasources, you should consider the following points:
1. You can write code to execute automatically when a specific datasource event is generated; the code
"listens" to the datasource and is executed as soon as the event occurs. The events that are accessible vary
according to the type of the datasource. The following events are available:
onBeforeCurrentElementChange: before the current element is modified (in this event, you can retrieve
the datasource before it is modified)
onCurrentElementChange: the current element of the datasource was modified
onCollectionChange: the current entity collection of the datasource was modified
onAttributeChange: the value of the attribute was modified
onElementSaved: an entity was saved on the server
These events and their associated code are defined from the Datasource Events properties page of a datasource
in the GUI Designer. You can also add listeners dynamically using the addListener( ) method.
2. You can have widgets subscribe to the datasources. The contents of the widget are then defined by the
datasource. In the GUI Designer, this operation can be done by dragging a datasource and dropping it onto a
widget. Each widget can only be subscribed to a single datasource. However, several different widgets can
subscribe to the same datasource.
3. Each time an event occurs in the datasource, all subscribers are automatically called. All "listener" functions
associated with the event are executed and the contents of all the subscribed widgets are updated.
Triggering events is done automatically by the Wakanda Datasource manager whenever necessary (for example,
executing the allEntities( ) method on a datasource automatically generates the execution of the
'onCollectionChange' event for all widgets). Events can be triggered regardless of how the contents of the
datasource were modified either automatically or using the autoDispatch( ) method.
The following image illustrates the events management principles for a datasource:
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This principle lets you define the flow of the data and their relations independently from your application's interface.
These two aspects of development can be done separately: updating one does not change the other. For example, if you
need to recalculate the tax every time the salary attribute in the current entity changes (regardless of the reason,
whether the entity was changed or the value was modified). It is simple to write the code in the appropriate
datasource event. You can then subscribe widgets to the datasource.
Managing events for datasources is similar to the logic of callback functions, used during asynchronous calls to methods
of the Datasource and Dataprovider APIs (see Principles of Asynchronous Execution). The advantage is that you can
write more generic and centralized code directly at the level of the datasource event: it is executed regardless of the
method or function at the origin. For example, calling the methods query( ), distinctValues( ), allEntities( ), etc.
triggers the same event and therefore executes the same code. Events let you avoid having to repeat your code in
'onSuccess' callback functions for each method: it is placed in one spot and is operational throughout the application.
In return, it is necessary to properly handle the chain of events because their automatic execution may cause
undesirable side effects. In certain cases, for example, you may want to execute a query( ) without having to use the
code of a generic event: in this case, it is preferable to use the callback function ('onSuccess') in the options block when
calling the method. Both types of logic can be used simultaneously.
Remember that datasource events are generated in all cases. If you put code in the 'onSuccess' callback function, it is
called after the events so you can therefore execute specific code after the generic code.
Types of Datasources
Wakanda provides two types of datasources:
Server Datasources: based on datastore classes or relation attributes. In this case, data managed by this
datasource is associated with a datastore class stored on the server
Local Datasources: based on JavaScript: variables, arrays (arrays of objects), or objects. In this case, data
managed by this datasource is associated with a variable, array, or object.
Datasources based on datastore classes or relation attributes have specific automatic functions because they are
directly connected to data stored in the datastores of Wakanda Server. For more information about server datasources,
refer to Using Server Datasources.
Local datasources require programming to synchronize JavaScript objects with datasources. For more information about
local datasources, refer to Using Local Datasources.
For more information about creating datasources with Wakanda Studio, refer to the Datasources section in the GUI
Designer chapter.

Using Server Datasources
Server datasources refer to those created for either a datastore class or a relation attribute. They have specific
properties and behavior because their contents are linked to data managed by Wakanda Server.
A datasource of the Datastore class type always includes the three following elements:
A datastore class to which it is linked;
A "current" entity collection, which is a current set of entities;
A current entity that may or may not belong to the current entity collection.
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These various facets are activated automatically according to the context. For example, when you call the selectNext( )
method, the current entity of the datasource is modified. When you perform a sort using the orderBy( ) method, the
datasource's current entity collection is sorted. When you use the query( ) method, the query is executed in the
datasource's datastore class and the result becomes the new entity collection. Keep this logic in mind when you are
working with server datasources.

Current Entity Collection and Current Entity
Each datasource works with a current entity collection and a current entity that, at the datasource level, are copies of
entities stored on the server. This is illustrated in the following diagram:

A current entity collection is a selection of entities belonging to the datastore class and with which the
datasource works. For example, the orderBy( ) method applies to the current entity collection of the
datasource. The current entity collection can contain zero, 1 or X entities from the datastore class. By default,
the current entity collection of a datasource contains all the entities of the datastore class; it is then modified
depending on your actions, queries and so on.
There is one current entity collection per datasource. If you create two or more datasources on the same
datastore class, each one has a different current entity collection and you can work simultaneously on different
collections of entities from the same datastore class. Note that in this case, Wakanda automatically handles any
write conflicts in the case of simultaneous attempts to save the same entity on the server (see Locking
Entities).
A current entity is an entity belonging to the datastore class and with which the datasource works. For example,
the save( ) method saves the current entity on the server. The current entity usually belongs to the current
entity collection, but in certain cases, it is not found within this collection. By default, the current entity is the
first entity of the current entity collection of the datasource; it can then change depending on your actions. For
example, the newEntity( ) method creates a new entity, which then becomes the current entity.
Accessing Datasource Attributes and Values
Datastore class datasources are specific objects built from datastore classes on the server, but are not identical: they
have additional properties and require specific processing.
When a server datasource is created, it contains:
All the storage attributes including calculated attributes.
The values of these attributes are identical to those in the datasoures and on the server. You access it directly
from the sources object through dot notation:

var currentFirstName = sources.person.firstName;
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...returns the value of the 'firstName' attribute of the datasource's current entity. In this case, the value of the
entity's attribute is a local copy.
You can also use the "array" notation:

sources[person] // is the same as sources.person
References to the "N->1" and "1->N" relation attributes
To access values of N->1 relation attributes, i.e., towards an entity (for example "worksFor" in the
Employee datastore class), you must use the set( ) and load( ) functions.
To access values of 1->N relation attributes, i.e., towards an entity collection (for example "staff" in the
Company datastore class), you must use the load( ) function.
Note that when queries explicitly request data related to the datasource to be sent back (such as, for
instance, the autoexpand option of the query( ) method), you can access the values using the
getAttributeValue( ) method:

var currentFather = sources.person.getAttributeValue("father.name");
...and, provided the data is there, this can be extended:

var currentGrandFather = sources.getAttributeValue("father.father.name");
Note: With the Dataprovider, to access related values you must use the getValue( ) and setValue( )
methods in order to retrieve the server data.
"Public" datastore class methods: in the same way you access a datasource's attribute, you can easily make calls
to a datastore class method:

var currentAge = sources.person.calculateAge();
Note: This simple call would execute the calculateAge() method in synchronous mode, which is actually not
recommended especially if a response from the server is expected. For more information, refer to the
Principles of Asynchronous Execution section.
Binding Entities
When two server datasources are related at the model level, you bind entities using the set( ) method. Binding entities
means storing the relation between entities -- instead of duplicating their values.
For example, consider the classic Employee/Company datastore classes related through "employer" and "staff"
navigation attributes:

In an interface page containing an "employee" and a "company" datasource, to bind a selected employee to a selected
company, you just need to write, for example in the script of a Bind button:

//Link an employee to their company
sources.employee.employer.set( sources.company);
// Save the relation
sources.employee.save();
The relation between the current employee and the current company is then stored.
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If employee entities are displayed in a widget such as a datagrid that also contains column(s) with company data, you
need to refresh the grid using the serverRefresh( ) so that the relation is shown. Since this method must be called
asynchronously, you need to write it in a callback function:

sources.employee.save({ onSuccess:function(event)
{
sources.employee.serverRefresh();
}
});

Using Local Datasources
Local datasources (based on JavaScript variables, arrays, or objects) are Wakanda objects whose contents are based on
the value of a local object defined on the Interface page. It is important to note that the datasource is not the local
object itself but it is associated to it. This association works in both directions, but requires that the objects (from
JavaScript to Wakanda) be synchronized.
Note: For convenience, in this documentation we use the qualifier "Variable" for local datasources of type variable,
array, or object because they are similar in how they work.
Synchronizing Values
The value of a local Wakanda datasource (variable, array, or object) is based on that of a corresponding object of the
same type on the JavaScript side.
You associate the Wakanda datasource with the local object by passing the name of the object as the "source" of the
datasource (entering a value for this property automatically creates a datasource of type Variable with the same name,
if there is not already one):
Binding the "mySource" variable datasource to a Text widget:

Binding the "myArray" array datasource to a Datagrid widget:
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On the Wakanda side, this operation creates a reference to the JavaScript object in the datasource object. The
datasource has automatic functions that allow you to manage the publishing and subscribing of datasources as well as
events. The local object must exist and be managed elsewhere in the Interface page.
Synchronizing two objects, for example when a value is modified, differs according to the direction in which it is
performed:
From Wakanda to a variable: In this direction, synchronization is automatic because the Wakanda framework
manages the contents of the datasource. As a result, when, for instance, the user modifies the value of the
widget, the datasource's automatic functions are activated (event management, a call to all subscribers, etc.)
and the value of the local object is updated automatically.
From a variable to Wakanda: In this direction, synchronization is not automatic because Wakanda is not notified
when the value of a local object is modified in the code. You must trigger synchronization yourself by calling the
sync( ) method. Executing this method in turn triggers automatic functions of the datasources.
The following diagram summarizes this principle:

Initializing Local Variables
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When you use JavaScript variables on your Interface pages, you must take into account that datasources are defined in
the global object. The associated JavaScript variables must also be defined in the global object otherwise Wakanda is
not aware of its value.
Let's take a look at the script of a button that displays "Hello World" in the Text widget:

// Code that does not work
button1.click = function (event)
{
var mySource = "Hello World"; // create and assign the local variable
source.mySource.sync(); // Synchronization
};
The above code does not work because the JavaScript variable is local to the button. In order for this code to work, you
must define the variable in the global space:

// Code that works
button1.click = function (event)
{
mySource = "Hello World"; // create and assign the global variable
source.mySource.sync(); // Synchronization
};
As a result, you must pay attention not to give inadvertently "reserved" names to your JavaScript variables so as not to
risk having a conflict with objects predefined in the DOM. For example, if you name a global variable "location" and bind
it to a datasource, you will overwrite the location property of the document (which is the address of the page). When
the page is loaded, the datasource is reset with the page's current address and any change to the datasource changes
the page's address. Note that you can make use of this feature, provided that you make sure to control the
consequences.

Datasources and Widgets
One of the main goals for datasources is to simplify the setup and use of widgets on your Interface pages. Widgets and
datasources interact at all levels (from design to use) thanks to many automatisms.
Note: For more information about creating widgets, refer to the GUI Designer chapter of the Wakanda Studio
Reference Guide.
To create a widget on an Interface page, you can use the $$ method. This specific WAF method lets you pass the
widget's ID of the widget directly, which is a shortcut for calling WAF.widgets[id]. For example:

var listWidget = $$('theList'); // returns an object containing the widget whose ID is "t
Note: You can also reference widgets as jQuery objects by using $, for example, $('#theList').
The nature of a widget determines whether it works with the current entity collection or the current entity in a server
datasource. For local datasources, the widget type determines whether it works with complex objects (array or object)
or simple objects (variables).
Grid widgets interact with the current entity collection of a server datasource and with local datasources (of
type Array and Object):

With this type of widget, by default, Wakanda loads and automatically displays all the entities of the datastore
class on which the datasource is based. The initial request creates an entity collection on the server containing
all the entities; this entity collection is used for any subsequent requests. Server-side management of entity
collections is automatic and optimized; entity collections have a limited lifespan but the information needed for
their generation is kept on the client and is therefore available at any time.
For local datasources, Wakanda loads and automatically displays the whole contents of the Array or Object.
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Simple widgets, like Text Input, interact with the current entity of the server datasource or a local datasource of
type Variable:

Calling Datastore Class Methods
You can call any public datastore class method from the Datasource API. All the datastore class's public methods,
regardless of type, are available from a server datasource that is associated to it. These methods can be applied to the
datasource's current entity, the current entity collection, or the datastore class according to what they are applied to.
For more information about creating and specifying datastore class methods, refer to Datastore Class Methods section.
Making a Datastore Class Method Available on the Client
Only public datastore class methods can be called from the client-side API. You define the scope of a datastore class
method is an attribute on the method's Properties tab in the Datastore Model Designer (for more information, refer to
Datastore Class Method Properties section in the Wakanda Studio Reference Guide). The following scopes are
available:
Public: the method can be called from anywhere, including a client-side API.
Private: the method can only be used from the datastore class on the server.
Public on Server: the method can be used only on the server (default).
Protected: the method can be used from datastore classes as well as from derived datastore classes on the
server.
By default, a datastore class method's scope is Public on Server. If you want a datastore class method to be available
client-side, you must explicitly set the scope to Public:

Syntaxes for calls
There are two ways to call datastore class methods through datasources:
As described in Accessing Datasource Attributes and Values, you call the datastore class method directly as a
datasource property. The datastore class method is applied to the current entity, the current entity collection or
the datastore class of the datasource according to its type.
Using the callMethod( ) method. This method lets you write generic code since the name of the datastore class
method is passed as parameter. For more information, refer to the description of the callMethod( ) method.
In both cases, calling a datastore class method triggers a request to the server. Like all methods of the WAF API, you
should usually call them in asynchronous mode and handle the server answer through callback functions.
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Use the following syntax:
sources.sourceName.methodName ( [options,] [params] )
or
sources.sourceName.methodName ( function1 [,function2] [,params] )
Basically, these syntaxes are almost similar to those of built-in WAF methods regarding callback functions (called
through options object or by direct calls). For a description of these syntaxes, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback
Functions section.
params are parameters to pass to the datastore class method. You can pass one or more parameters separated by
commas.
Note that unlike built-in WAF methods, you cannot pass a userData block to datastore class methods. The ability to pass
parameters to the class method using the param parameter makes this principle inapplicable. You can, however, pass a
userData object by including it in the options block. It is then passed as-is to the callback function where you can access
it by using the event.userData property.
Handling Binary Return
Note: This feature is only available in the Development Branch of Wakanda.
Datastore class methods can return different types of values, that you receive client-side within the options parameter
of the function call (asynchronous calls) or directly as the function result (synchronous calls). Usually, datastore class
methods return standard type values such as entities, entity collections, objects, etc. These values are parsed by WAF
and can be handled directly by JavaScript (see examples 1 and 2).
However, datastore class methods can also return raw binary values, such as files, text streams, pictures, etc., as
described in the Returning Values section of the server-side Datastore class methods chapter. When binary values are
returned, a specific processing must be set to handle the server response properly. To be able to handle returned binary
data, you can use the following properties in the options parameter of the datastore class method call:
generateRESTRequestOnly: Boolean (example: generateRESTRequestOnly: true)
This option is mandatory when the server response is a binary value. When this option is passed with the true
value, the server response will only contain the REST request necessary to access the binary data on the server.
Once you get this URL, you can actually do whatever you want with the value: display it, create a download link,
etc.
By default, the option is false: the server response is parsed by the Dataprovider.
callWithGet: Boolean (example: callWithGet: true)
When this option is set to true, parameters passed to the datastore class method are sent as a 'params' array in
the request itself, rather than in the body part of the request. This option is useful when a GET HTTP request is
sent to the server because, in this case, the request does not contain a body part. HTML objects such as iframes
(that can be used to display binary data), execute GET requests.
For example, if you want to call, from a datasource, a datastore class method named "getPict" which returns an image
as binary data, you could write (synchronous call):

var urlPict = sources.person.getPict({generateRESTRequestOnly:true, callWithGet:true}, "S
The parameters will be passed to the datastore class method properly and you will get the REST request in urlPict.
Example
Here is an example of calling the datastore class method using a datasource:
On the server, we have the myQuery datastore class method in the "Employee" datastore class. This method is of
the type Class (this in the method represents the whole datastore class, i.e., ds.Employee) and its scope is
"Public". It accepts one parameter, which is a string, containing a query and returns a value representing the
number of entities found:

Employee: // Datastore class method (executed on the server)
{
myQuery:function(searchString) // call with a parameter
{
var sel = this.query(searchString); // perform the query based on the criter
return sel.length; // returns the number of entities found
}
};
On the client, if you want to call this method synchronously (for example by clicking on a button), you just
execute the following code:

button6.click = function (event)
{
var result = sources.employee.myQuery("salary > 1000");
$("#display").html("result = "+result); // display of result in a container
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};
On the client, you can also call this method asynchronously:

button6.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.myQuery({onSuccess:function(event)
{
$("#display").html("result = "+event.result); // the result is received in e
} }, "salary > 1000"); // pass a parameter
}
You can also use the callMethod( ) method (refer to the description of this method).
Example
In this example, a datastore class method modifies the value of an entity.
Here is the server-side "increaseSalary" method. This public method is applied to the entity:

Employee :
{
increaseSalary:function(amountToAdd) // the parameter defines the value to add to the
{
this.salary += amountToAdd; // "this" represents the entity
this.save();
return this.salary; // return the value
}
};
On the client, we can call the method directly. However, in this case, since the save is performed on the server, the
datasource is not notified. You must therefore call the serverRefresh( ) method:

button8.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.increaseSalary(howmuch); // synchronously call a method
sources.employee.serverRefresh(); // update a value in the datasource
};
Example
Note: The presented feature is only available in the Development Branch of Wakanda.
This example shows how to handle and display binary data returned by a datastore class method. For each person listed
in our datastore, we want to get and display an attached file stored on the server -- the person's resume, available in
PDF format.
1. Create a datastore class method (applied to entities) that returns a File object as binary. Such a datastore class
method example (named getDoc) is provided in the Returning Binary Values paragraph.
2. In a page that displays a list of persons in a standard datagrid, add the container that will display PDF files:

You have to define an iframe in the container. To do this, you need to write some code in the source of the
page.
3. Click on the Source button and add the <iframe> definition code to the container:

<div id="viewFrame" data-type="container" data-resizable="false" data
<iframe style="width:100%;height:100%" id="displayFrame"></iframe>
</div>
4. Write the following code in the onCurrentElementChange event for the datasource bound to the datagrid:
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personEvent.onCurrentElementChange = function personEvent_onCurrentElementChange (ev
{
var urlreq = sources.person.getDoc({generateRESTRequestOnly:true); //call th
var myframe = document.getElementById("displayFrame"); //get the iframe id
myframe.src = urlreq; //provide the REST url as source for the iframe
};
Note that we don't need to add the 'callWithGet' option to the call because we are not sending parameters to the
datastore class method.
When you select a person in the list, the associated resume is automatically displayed in the iframe area:

Principles of Asynchronous Execution
In the Wakanda Ajax Framework (WAF) API, calls to built-in methods usually involve sending requests to the server and
waiting for a response. For example, when you query the entities in a datastore class using the query( ) method, a
request is sent to the server and it responds by returning the resulting entity collection.
Therefore, client-side API methods must always be called in asynchronous mode. When requests are sent to the server,
the script continues to run normally. When calling a method, you pass an options block containing a function that is
called automatically when the server responds (also known as a callback function). The callback functions allow
applications to run seamlessly regardless of the server's response time.
Note: In a hypothetical synchronous mode, requests would be sent to the server and, when a response is expected, the
executing of the script would be suspended until the server responds. During this lapse of time, the entire browser
would be blocked and no action could be performed. If the server response is delayed for whatever reason, the
application becomes unusable. This operation does not conform to proper ergonomics in Web applications.
Availability of Data in the Code
It is important to take into account the problems related to receiving data and the availability of data in asynchronous
mode. For example, let's look at the following (incorrect) code:
Note: This code uses methods from the Dataprovider API, but the explained concepts are valid for the Datasource API
as well.

// Example of incorrect code
var vcount;
var myset = ds.Person.query("ID > 100 and ID < 300", {
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onSuccess: function(event) // we pass a function that receives the server's response
{
vcount = event.entityCollection.length; // we retrieve the size of the entity col
}
$("#display").html("selection : "+vcount);
// we display the size of the entity collection in the container whose ID is "dis
});
This code does not produce the desired result because its execution is not linear and the expected values are not
available at the correct time:
1. The client sends the request and moves on to the next statement.
2. The client displays the display container, which is empty because vcount is not (yet) available.
3. The server returns the entity collection and calls the callback function, but without processing anything.
In order for this code to work, you need to place the appropriate processing inside the callback functions, i.e., where
the data is available. In this case, the correct code would be:

// Valid code
var vcount;
var myset = ds.Person.query("ID > 100 and ID < 300", {
onSuccess: function(event) // we pass a function that receives the server response
{
vcount = event.entityCollection.length; // we retrieve the size of the entity col
$("#display").html("selection : "+vcount);
// we display the size of the entity collection in the container whose ID is
}
});
Executing an Asynchronous Call
To execute a request in asynchronous mode, you just have to pass at least one callback function using either an options
object parameter or a direct function call (the presence of a callback function triggers the asynchronous mode). All the
WAF API methods operate on this principle in asynchronous mode. The asynchronous syntax is in the following forms:
MethodName ( mandatory_parameters , options )
or
MethodName ( mandatory_parameters , function1 [, function2] [, options] )
Here is an example of an asynchronous call:

col.buildFromSelection(sel, { onSuccess: buildsel });

// asynchronous call

For more information about the asynchronous syntax, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
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Datasources
The Datasources class contains generic methods that can be applied to all the datasources in your application regardless
of their type (server or local).
All the methods in this class are inherited from two specific sub-classes:
Local Datasources class
Server Datasources class

length
Description
The length property returns the number of elements in the datasource current collection. The returned value depends
on the datasource type:
for server datasources, length returns the size of the datasource's current entity collection,
for local datasources of type Array or Object, length returns the number of elements in the Array or Object,
for local datasources of type Variable, length returns 1.

addListener( )
Number addListener( String eventKind , Function eventHandler [, Object userData] )
Parameter

Type

Description

eventKind
eventHandler
userData

String
Function
Object

Type of the datasource event to which you want to subscribe
Function to execute for handling the event
Block of user data passed as-is

Returns

Number

ID of the new listener

Description
The addListener( ) method adds a new listener to a specific datasource event. The method returns a number, which is a
unique ID, that you can pass to the removeListener( ) method.
Note: When working with widgets, it is easier to define the code for the events directly in the GUI Designer.
Pass a string designating the datasource event to which you want to subscribe in the eventKind parameter. You can pass
one of the following values:
"all": This function is called for all events that occur on the datasource. In the eventHandler function, you can
get the type of event at the origin of the call through the event.eventKind property and therefore filter the
event (see below).
"onCollectionChange": For Datastore class type datasources, the datasource's current entity collection has
changed. For local datasources of type Array, this event is triggered when the source Array is modified (e.g.,
adding an element to the Array, etc.).
"onCurrentElementChange": For Datastore class type datasources, the current entity of the datasource has
changed. For local datasources of type Array, this event is triggered when the current element is modified. This
event is always called when the current entity collection changes (it is called after onCollectionChange).
"onAttributeChange": The attribute has changed, either because a new value was entered in the attribute
(regardless of whether the entity has been saved) or because the current element has changed. For local
datasources of type Array, this event is triggered when a property of the attribute has been modified. This event
is always called when the current element changes (it is called after onCurrentElementChange).
When you pass this event, you must specify the attribute in the userData block through the attributeName:
"AttributeName" member.
"onBeforeCurrentElementChange": We change to another current entity but without the previous entity,
modified or not, necessarily having been saved on the server. This event is generated for the modified entity
(you can get the modified value through the event.dataSource property of the eventHandler function for this
event) before the onCurrentElementChange event on the new current entity. This lets you decide whether or not
to save the modified value. The getOldValue( ) command lets you fetch the previous value of the attribute.
"onElementSaved": An entity was just saved on the server. Since the save operation in asynchronous, the saved
entity is not necessarily the current entity. The eventHandler function parameter has two specific properties
that allow you to identify the saved entity:
event.position: position of the saved entity in the current collection;
event.element: an object that contains a summary of the datasource, including the attributes of the
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saved entity as well as several datasource functions that are useful in this context, more particularly
getAttributeValue( ). You can then, for instance, access the value of an attribute using the statement:

var mySavedValue = event.element.getAttributeValue("father.fullName");
This event is useful when you want to get the actual value of an entity saved on the server (with all business
rules applied) while selecting and editing other entities in the collection.
Note: You can also apply the method directly to an attribute of the datasource. This shortcut lets you omit the
eventKind parameter (the "onAttributeChange" event is subscribed to automatically). For more information, refer to
the description of the addListener( ) method.
In the eventHandler parameter, you pass the function whose code must be executed when the event occurs. This
function will receive a single parameter from which you can get (provided it is named for example "event"):
event.eventKind: the type of the event that triggered the call.
event.dataSource: the current datasource.
event.attributeName: the attribute listened to (when applicable).
event.userData: the userData data if passed (see below).
userData
In the userData parameter, you pass an object containing all the data you want. You simply pass these data as is and
they are then available inside the callback function through the event.userData object.
During the call, you use this parameter to pass any values that you want to use again within the callback function, for
example references to widgets, counters, and so on.
Example
Executing the calculateSize function for each "onCurrentElementChange" event that occurs on the "employee"
datasource:

sources.employee.addListener("onCurrentElementChange", calculateSize);
Example
Execute a function that calculates the taxes for a salary and updates the vTaxes variable each time the "salary"
attribute changes:

sources.employee.addListener("onAttributeChange", function(event)
{
vTaxes = sources.employee.salary * 0.24; // calculate taxes
sources.vTaxes.sync(); // update the datasource
},
{ attributeName:"salary" } // attribute to listen to
);
Example
On an Interface page, we create a button that selects the next entity whose attribute is then displayed. This means that
you must take into account the fact that each request may possibly be asynchronous and that it is not possible to only
rely on the selectPrevious( ) method.
One solution consists of making use of the options block so as to use a callback function for the method. This
solution is illustrated in the example for the selectNext( ) method.
Another solution consists of using event handling in the datasource manager as illustrated in this example.
We create a button and associate the following code to it:

button1.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.selectPrevious();
};
In order to be able to display the entity's attribute in all cases, you just need to subscribe to the corresponding
datasource event and put the code in the function called by this event. This mechanism guarantees that the entity is
available it needs to be displayed:

documentEvent.onLoad = function (event) // load the page
{
sources.employee.addListener("onCurrentElementChange", displayin2);
};
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The displayin2 function simply displays the attribute as well as additional information:

function displayin2(event)
{
$("#display2").html(sources.employee.fullName+" at position: "+sources.employee.getPo
};
Example
This hypothetical example shows the creation of a datasource of type Array that is filled dynamically and on which we
are going to place a listener:
1. In the GUI Designer, we create a Grid and assign the array "myArray" as its datasource. We then associate the
following properties with it:

To keep things simple, we create a datasource with the same name as the local variable (myArray), but this is
not required.
We also create a Text widget whose datasource is a variable named "x":
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2. In the onLoad event of the Interface page, we reset the values in the array and add a listener for whenever the
c2 attribute is changed:

documentEvent.onLoad = function (event)
{
myarray = []; // initialization of a global variable (required for working with
for (var i = 0; i < 100; i++) // loop to add values
{
var e = { c1:"test"+(i*i), c2: i, c3: Math.random() }; // automatically crea
myArray.push(e); // fill the myArray array
}
// At this point, the JavaScript array is filled, but the datasource is
// It is necessary to trigger the synchronization from the array to the
sources.myarray.sync();
// Calculate a variable each time the c2 attribute for the current eleme
sources.myArray.addListener("onAttributeChange", computeX, { attributeName: "c2"
};
// The computeX function is simple:
function computeX(event)
{
x = sources.myArray.c2 * 0.31; // calculate a (global) variable named x
sources.x.sync(); // synchronize the variable with the datasource
}
3. Once the page is loaded, the values for the array are generated and the variables are updated each time the
Grid is clicked:

autoDispatch( )
void autoDispatch( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options (unused for now)
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Description
The autoDispatch( ) method calls the datasource manager that looks for any values modified in the datasource and then
generates the corresponding events so as to notify any listeners and widgets that are subscribed to them.
Usually, you do not need to call this method: when datasources are modified by the user through widgets or following
calls to functions of the Wakanda framework such as query( ), any modifications made to the data are detected by
Wakanda and the datasources are updated automatically.
However, you do need to call this method when you make modifications to the datasource programmatically by
assigning values using JavaScript directly on the client (because of a current limitation of JavaScript, the WAF
framework cannot be automatically notified). In this case, you must call the datasource manager to check the
datasource values and generate the events if necessary (by calling the dispatch( ) method).
Example
In this example, we want to make projections for salary increases (without storing them). A datasource attribute is
modified directly by the button's script so it is necessary to call the autoDispatch( ) method:

button1.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.salary = sources.employee.salary * 1.1; // directly assign a value t
sources.employee.autoDispatch(); // call the datasource event manager
};

declareDependencies( )
void declareDependencies( String attributePath [,..., String attributePathN])
Parameter

Type

Description

attributePath

String

Path of a relation attribute

Description
The declareDependencies( ) method declares the server datasource's relation attribute(s) whose values you want to
precalculate when creating or updating the current entity or entity collection from the server.
Note: When it is applied to a local datasource, this method always returns Undefined.
In attributePath, you can pass either the name of a relation attribute ("employer") or, for better optimization, one or
more attribute paths ("employer.name","employer.revenues"). The relation attributes in related datastore classes are
also supported ("employer.city" where the Employee class has an attribute, named "city").
This method then lets you access the values of these attributes directly using the getAttributeValue( ) method without
having to use the autoExpand property for each query made to the server. However, note that this method gets all the
related entities corresponding to the attributes declared so you must use it with caution.
Example
You want to send back the grandmother entities when you access the data in the person datasource. This code can be
placed, for example, in the "onAfterInit" function of your Interface page:

sources.person.declareDependencies("mother.mother");
Example
We want to get the values of a datasource in order to display them in an HTML container. The code of the button could
be as follows:
Note: This example illustrates the use of the userData parameter.

button0.click = function (event)
{
var emps = sources.employee; // we put the datasource in a variable
var numelem = emps.length; // we get the size of the current entity collection
var html = "";
for (var i = 0; i < numelem; i++) // for each element of the entity collection
{
emps.getElement(i, { onSuccess: function(event) // we get the element of position
{
var elem = event.element; // elem contains a summarized copy of the datasourc
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html += elem.firstname+" <b>"+elem.name+"</b>"+" works for <I>"+elem.getAttri
// Direct access for reading storage attributes of the element
// Access through getAttributValue to relation attributes
// In order for this access to work, you must declare the dependencie
if (event.userData.onLastEntity) // custom boolean value calculated in the us
// returns true only during processing the last e
{
$("#display").html(html); // Display in the container
// Must be called after processing last entity (asynchronous call
}
},
userData: {onLastEntity: i == numelem-1} // object passed in the userData
});
}
};
Note: Because of the asynchronous execution mechanism, this code cannot guarantee that the entities are received in
order. If the order the entities are received is important, it is better to use the forEach() method.
We are also displaying the employer.name relation attribute. In order for this example to work, we have to ask the
datasource to preload the data related to this relation attribute. To do this, we have to declare the dependencies when
loading the page (for example, in the 'onLoad' event of the document):

documentEvent.onLoad = function (event)
{
sources.employee.declareDependencies("employer"); // load related values during queri
$("#display").css("overflow","auto"); // to improve display of the container
};
Note: The 'onLoad' event is sent after the first query that fills the widget by default. In order to display data directly
related to the loading of the page, you must call, for instance, allEntities( ).
We get the following result:

dispatch( )
void dispatch( String eventKind [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

eventKind
options

String
Object

Type of event to generate
Allows to define an attribute

Description
The dispatch( ) method simulates the generation of an event that did not occur for the datasource. Automatic
mechanisms of the datasource manager are then called.
In the eventKind parameter, pass a string designating the event to be managed. You can pass one of the following
values:
"onCollectionChange"
"onCurrentElementChange"
"onAttributeChange" (currentAttribute) When you pass this event, you must specify the attribute in the option
parameter, using the attributeName: "AttributeName" member.
"onBeforeCurrentElementChange"
"onElementSaved"
For more information about these events, refer to the description of the addListener( ) method.
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Note: You can also apply this method directly to an attribute in the datasource (see the dispatch( ) method). This
shortcut lets you omit the eventKind parameter (the "onAttributeChange" event is generated automatically).

getAttribute( )
DatasourceAttribute getAttribute( String attributeName )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName

String

Attribute name or path

Returns

DatasourceAttribute

Object containing the datasource's attribute

Description
The getAttribute( ) method returns an object containing the datasource's attribute (and its properties) whose name or
path is passed in the attributeName parameter.
With this method, the datasource's attribute is returned along with the methods and properties related to the server
datasource. The attribute of the datastore class (as is returned by the getClassAttributeByName( ) method) is available
within the returned object and can be found in the dataClassAtt property.
The specific properties of the datasource attribute include more particularly:
isFirstLevel: True or False, indicating whether the attribute is at the first level of the datasource. Relation
attributes designated by paths are at the second level (see below).
isVarAtt: True or False, indicating whether the attribute is a JavaScript variable (True) or not (False).
kind: Nature of the attribute (see the getAttributeByName( ) method in the Dataprovider).
dataClassAtt: The sub-object containing the datastore class's attribute as returned by the
getClassAttributeByName( ) method
simple: True or False.
type: Type of storage data.
This method lets you access relation attributes when you apply it to a server datasource. To do this, pass a path in the
attributeName parameter. For example, if you enter:

myAttribute = sources.person.getAttribute("father.firstName");
... the method creates and returns a second-level attribute on-the-fly (the isFirstLevel property is False). The attribute
created has the path as its name (in this case, it is "father.firstName") and can be used as a standard attribute. You can
subscribe to its changes, get its value, and so on.
This simple example just outputs a list of attribute names to a <div>:

var html = "";
var allAttributeNames = sources.person.getAttributeNames();
for (var i in allAttributeNames) {
var attr = sources.person.getAttribute(allAttributeNames[i]);
html += attr.name + "<br/>";
}
$("#attributeNames").html(html);

getCurrentElement( )
Entity | Object getCurrentElement( )
Returns

Entity, Object

Current entity or element in the datasource

Description
The getCurrentElement( ) method returns the current element of the datasource.
When applied to a server datasource (relating to a Datastore class), this method returns the datasource's current
entity (or null if there is no current entity).
When applied to a local datasource of type Array, it returns an object reference corresponding to the element
that is currently selected in the array. By default, the first element of the array is selected.
When applied to a local datasource of type Object, this method returns the object itself.
Example
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Given the following Grid whose datasource is defined as the array "testArray":

var myTestObject = sources.testArray.getCurrentElement();
// myTestObject.c1 contains "test16"
// myTestObject.c2 contains 4
// myTestObject.c3 contains 0.3975952366326292

getElement( )
void getElement( Number position [, Object options] [, Object userData] )
Parameter

Type

Description

position
options
userData

Number
Object
Object

Position of the element to select
Block of options for asynchronous execution
Block of user data passed as-is

Description
The getElement( ) method retrieves the element whose position in the datasource is passed in the position parameter
while leaving the current element unchanged. Unlike the select( ) method, it does not trigger the events associated
with changing the current element ("onBeforeCurrentElementChange" and "onCurrentElementChange"). This method is
useful for browsing a datasource by programming in order to retrieve elements using code, for example to display them
in a list.
When it is applied to a server datasource (of type datastore class), this method designates one entity in the
datasource's current entity collection.
When it is applied to a local datasource (only of type Array), this method designates one element in the array.
In both cases, numbering begins at 0.
This method is called asynchronously in the case of a server datasource. To perform actions based on the result, you
must use the options block.
The method result is returned in the event.element property of the callback function defined by 'onSuccess'. This result
is an object that contains a summary of the datasource, including the attributes of the entity as well as several
datasource functions that are useful in this context, more particularly getAttributeValue( ). You can then, for instance,
access the value of an attribute within the onSuccess function using the statement:

var myvalue = event.element.getAttributeValue("father.father.lastName");
This makes it easy to write generic code for both local and server datasources.
Finally, you can access the current position of the element in the datasource through event.position. If the value of the
position parameter is not valid, the onSuccess function is called but with a null value in event.element.
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the getElement( ) method. In this case,
they must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
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simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
object.
The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.
Example
We want to get the values of a datasource in order to display them in an HTML container. The code of the button could
be as follows:
Note: This example illustrates the use of the userData parameter.

button0.click = function (event)
{
var emps = sources.employee; // we put the datasource in a variable
var numelem = emps.length; // we get the size of the current entity collection
var html = "";
for (var i = 0; i < numelem; i++) // for each element of the entity collection
{
emps.getElement(i, { onSuccess: function(event) // we get the element of position
{
var elem = event.element; // elem contains a summarized copy of the datasourc
html += elem.firstname+" <b>"+elem.name+"</b>"+" works for <I>"+elem.getAttri
// Direct access for reading storage attributes of the element
// Access through getAttributValue to relation attributes
// In order for this access to work, you must declare the dependencie
if (event.userData.onLastEntity) // custom boolean value calculated in the us
// returns true only during processing the last e
{
$("#display").html(html); // Display in the container
// Must be called after processing last entity (asynchronous call
}
},
userData: {onLastEntity: i == numelem-1} // object passed in the userData
});
}
};
Note: Because of the asynchronous execution mechanism, this code cannot guarantee that the entities are received in
order. If the order the entities are received is important, it is better to use the forEach() method.
We are also displaying the employer.name relation attribute. In order for this example to work, we have to ask the
datasource to preload the data related to this relation attribute. To do this, we have to declare the dependencies when
loading the page (for example, in the 'onLoad' event of the document):

documentEvent.onLoad = function (event)
{
sources.employee.declareDependencies("employer"); // load related values during queri
$("#display").css("overflow","auto"); // to improve display of the container
};
Note: The 'onLoad' event is sent after the first query that fills the widget by default. In order to display data directly
related to the loading of the page, you must call, for instance, allEntities( ).
We get the following result:

getID( )
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String getID( )
Returns

String

ID (name) of the datasource

Description
The getID( ) method returns the ID (i.e., the name) of the datasource as it was defined in the GUI Designer.
The ID field is defined in the datasource's Properties tab in the GUI Designer:

Example
The following function consolidates the querying for a number of datasources. After obtaining the datasource's ID, a
case statement determines which query must be called.

function genericQuery(theSource, theQuery) {
switch(theSource.getID()) {
case 'person':
sources.person.query('lastName = ' + theQuery);
break;
case 'company':
sources.company.query('name = ' + theQuery);
break;
}
}

getPosition( )
Number getPosition( )
Returns

Number

Position of the current entity in the entity collection

Description
The getPosition( ) method can be applied to either a server datasource or local datasource of type Array.
When applied to a server datasource, the getPosition( ) method returns the position of the current entity in the
datasource's entity collection. If it is the first entity in the entity collection, this method returns 0. If no current
entity is defined in the entity collection, it returns -1 (see the description of the newEntity( ) method).
When applied to a local datasource of type Array, this method returns the position of the current element in the
datasource. By default, the first element is selected (position 0).
Example
On an Interface page, we create a button that selects the next entity whose attribute is then displayed. This means that
you must take into account the fact that each request may possibly be asynchronous and that it is not possible to only
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rely on the selectPrevious( ) method.
One solution consists of making use of the options block so as to use a callback function for the method. This
solution is illustrated in the example for the selectNext( ) method.
Another solution consists of using event handling in the datasource manager as illustrated in this example.
We create a button and associate the following code to it:

button1.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.selectPrevious();
};
In order to be able to display the entity's attribute in all cases, you just need to subscribe to the corresponding
datasource event and put the code in the function called by this event. This mechanism guarantees that the entity is
available it needs to be displayed:

documentEvent.onLoad = function (event) // load the page
{
sources.employee.addListener("onCurrentElementChange", displayin2);
};
The displayin2 function simply displays the attribute as well as additional information:

function displayin2(event)
{
$("#display2").html(sources.employee.fullName+" at position: "+sources.employee.getPo
};
Example
The following example disables the Next button by using the Widgets API when we are at the end of the selection:

//check if we are at the last entity
if (sources.person.getPosition() == sources.person.length)
<span role="presentation" class="objectBox objectBox-text ">$$('nextButton').addClass
else
<span role="presentation" class="objectBox objectBox-text ">$$('nextButton').removeCl

getSelection( )
Selection getSelection( )
Returns

Selection

Current selection in the datasource's collection

Description
The getSelection( ) method returns a Selection object referencing the currently selected entities in the datasource.
This object should generally be used in the context of datasources bound to list-oriented widgets, such as the Grid in
Multiple selection mode (see Grid Properties). In this case, it will contain a Selection object with a reference to each of
the selected entities in the datasource.
With simple datasources or single-selection mode datasources, the returned object only contains an array with a
reference to the datasource's current entity.
Selection objects can be handled through methods from the Selection class (available in the Dataprovider API).

isNewElement( )
Boolean isNewElement( )
Returns

Boolean

True if the current element of the datasource has just been created and not yet saved

Description
The isNewElement( ) method returns True when the datasource's current element is a new element that has not been
saved on the server. Otherwise, this method returns False.
Note: When it is applied to a local datasource, this method always returns False.
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Example
To allow the user to be able to add entities one after another when calling the save( ) method, you can call the
isNewElement( ) method. If it returns True, create a new empty entity.

// code of "Save" button
button4.click = function (event)
{
var isNew = sources.employee.isNewElement(); // is this a new entity?
sources.employee.save ({onSuccess: function (event) // asynchronous save
if (isNew) // if it's a new entity
{
sources.employee.addNewElement(); // create it
}
}); // otherwise, stay in the current entity
};

removeAllListeners( )
void removeAllListeners( )

Description
The removeAllListeners( ) method removes all the listeners for the datasource.
Warning: This method dynamically removes all listeners for the datasource, including those added from the GUI
Designer through the Datasource Events panel. This method should be therefore used with precaution. To manage
dynamic listeners, it is advised to use the removeListener( ) method.

removeListener( )
void removeListener( Object params )
Parameter

Type

Description

params

Object

Object containing the id of the listener to remove

Description
The removeListener( ) method removes the listener whose ID you passed in the params parameter for the datasource.
Wakanda automatically returns this ID when you execute the addListener( ) method for a specific event.
This method allows you to remove listeners that are dynamically created. For all listeners you created in the GUI
Designer, you can remove them through the same interface.
In the params parameter, pass a simple object containing the ID of the listener to remove.
Example
Here is a simple sequence for dynamically adding and removing a listener for an event:

var listenID = sources.employee.addListener("onCurrentElementChange", testChange);
... // any code
sources.employee.removeListener({ID:listenID});

select( )
void select( Number position [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

position
options

Number
Object

Position of element to select
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The select( ) method selects the element whose position in the datasource is passed in the position parameter.
When applied to a server datasource (of type datastore class), this method designates an entity in the
datasource's entity collection.
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When applied to a local datasource (of type Array), this method designates an element in the array.
In both cases, numbering starts at 0.
This method modifies the datasource's current element. When it is executed, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange" and
then the "onCurrentElementChange" events are generated for the datasource.
This method is called asynchronously in the case of a server datasource and you must use an options block in order to
perform actions based on the result (see below). In the callback method is the following information:
event.dataSource: Datasource to which the method is applied.
event.error: Object containing the error stack if any.
Example
We want to select the 60th employee in the datasource's entity collection in asynchronous mode and be notified when
the operation is complete (in order to perform other actions). Normally, we could just use the datasource event
manager; however, we also want to call a specific function.

button0.click = function (event)
{
var options = {
onSuccess : mySuccessFunction,
onError: myErrorFunction,
userData: { mytest: "this is a test" }//use of intermediary variables
}; // to illustrate the principle of an asynchronous call
sources.employee.select(60, options); // execute the function
};
The code of the mySuccessFunction function could be as follows:

function mySuccessFunction(event)
{
var myData = event.userData; // retrieve what is passed in userData
$("#display").html("Success "+myData.mytest); // displays "this is a test"
}

selectNext( )
void selectNext( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The selectNext( ) method selects the next element (if any) in the datasource.
When applied to a server datasource (of type Datastore class), it designates the entity following the current one
in the datasource's entity collection.
When applied to a local datasource (of type Array), it designates the element following the current element of
the array.
This method modifies the current element of the datasource. When it is executed, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange"
and then the "onCurrentElementChange" events are generated for the datasource.
This method is called asynchronously in the case of a server datasource and you must use an options block in order to
perform actions based on the result.
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the selectNext( ) method. In this case,
they must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
object.
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The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.
Example
This example illustrates the necessity of performing asynchronous calls for server datasources.
On an Interface page, we have a Button widget that selects the next entity and then displays one of its attributes. The
synchronous call could be:

button1.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.selectNext(); // synchronous call (not recommended)
$("#display").html(sources.employee.name); // display the attribute, may be incorrect
};
This code will work properly in most cases but it may sometimes be incorrect. For example, in a case where the next
entity in the entity collection has not yet been loaded from the server (by default the server sends a specific quantity of
entities per request), a request is sent automatically to the server, sending a new entity collection back. However, the
code continues to run and the line displaying the attribute still displays the value of the previous entity.
For this reason, it is preferable to use an asynchronous call:

button1.click = function (event)
{
$("#display").html("");
sources.employee.selectNext({
onSuccess:function(event) // asynchronous call (recommended)
{
$("#display").html(sources.employee.name) ; // correct display of the attribu
});
};
Note: You could also subscribe to a datasource event, which is illustrated in example 3 for the addListener( ) method.

selectPrevious( )
void selectPrevious( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The selectPrevious( ) method selects the previous element (if any) in the datasource.
When applied to a server datasource (of type Datastore class), it designates the entity preceding the current one
in the datasource's entity collection.
When applied to a local datasource (of type Array), it designates the element before the current element of the
array.
This method modifies the current element of the datasource. When it is executed, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange"
and then the "onCurrentElementChange" events are generated for the datasource.
This method is called asynchronously in the case of a server datasource and you must use an options block in order to
perform actions based on the result.
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the selectPrevious( ) method. In this
case, they must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
object.
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The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.

serverRefresh( )
void serverRefresh( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The serverRefresh( ) method gets the values of the current entity from the server exactly as they will be (or have been)
saved in the datastore, i.e., after applying business rules defined on the server, like triggers on events of type "onSave",
automatic triggers such as the autosequence property, code associated with calculated attributes, updates through
relation attributes, etc. No save is performed on the server; only the current values of the entity's attributes are sent
back to be updated on the client.
Note: When it is applied to a local datasource, this method always returns Undefined.
Exchanges between the client and server are optimized: they only include attributes that have been created or
modified. For attributes that were updated by this method, the "onAttributeChange" event is generated for the
datasource.
This method meets several different types of needs, more specifically:
Pre-populates the values of attributes when a new blank entity is created on the client through the
addNewElement( ) method. For example, if each new entity must contain an attribute that is calculated
automatically such as "invoiceNumber", or an ID generated by the "autosequence" property, you can display them
in the entity that is currently being created.
Allows users to preview the results of what they entered before saving the entity or while entering the values,
e.g., to be able to check that the data is correct.
Redisplays on the client the new values of an entity that was just modified and saved on the server (see example
2 in the Calling Datastore Class Methods section).
Note that the information returned by this method is identical to that returned automatically by the server following a
call to the save( ) method. Usually, Wakanda widgets retrieve this information and redisplay it automatically so that the
user can view them; therefore, you normally do not have to worry about using this method. However, if you use widgets
that do not reload automatically after a save( ), you may need to call the serverRefresh( ) method as well.
Example
In a grid, you want to display new entity's ID (if Wakanda is set to generate it automatically) each time the user creates
an entity by using a Add button:

button4.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.addNewElement({onSuccess:function(event) // create the entity on the
{
sources.employee.serverRefresh(); //get updated entity ID value on the client-sid
}});
};
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Local Datasources
The methods in this class can be used on local datasources, i.e., datasources of type Variable, Array, or Object.
This class inherits the methods from the Datasources class.

addNewElement( )
void addNewElement( Object options )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options (unused for now)

Description
The addNewElement( ) method adds a new blank element locally to the datasource.
When addNewElement( ) is applied to a server datasource (datastore class), this method creates a new blank
entity, adds it to the end of the datasource's current entity collection and makes it the new current entity. If the
previous current entity was not saved, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange" event is generated first.
"onCollectionChange" and "onCurrentElementChange" events are then generated. The added element is created
in memory with null values by default, but is not saved in the datastore until the save( ) method is called.
When addNewElement( ) is applied to a local datasource of type Array, this method adds a new blank element
to the end of the Array. Note that in this case, thanks to standard mechanisms for managing datasources (see
Using Local Datasources), the local variable is automatically updated by the datasource without having to call
any additional methods.
When adding entities in a server datasource, it is important to note that the entity is created locally. If any code for
business rules is executed on the server when a new entity is created, such as, for instance, the automatic generation of
an ID, it is called when the entity is saved on the server but is not available on the client. If you want the client to have
data that is calculated on the server, you need to execute the serverRefresh( ) method.
The addNewElement( ) method is not available:
on local datasources of type Variable or Object.
on datasources based on dependencies, i.e., relation attribute datasources. In this case, the associated entity
collection cannot be modified.

getAttributeNames( )
Array getAttributeNames( )
Returns

Array

Array of attribute names

Description
The getAttributeNames( ) method returns the names of all the attributes for the local datasource of type Array in an
Array of type String.

getAttributeValue( )
Mixed getAttributeValue( String attributeName )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName

String

Name of attribute

Returns

Mixed

Current value of the attribute

Description
The getAttributeValue( ) method returns the current value of the attribute attributeName in the local datasource of
type Array.

getClassAttributeByName( )
DatastoreClassAttribute getClassAttributeByName( String attributeName )
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Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName

String

Name of the attribute

Returns

DatastoreClassAttribute

Object containing the attribute of the datastore class

Description
The getClassAttributeByName( ) method returns an object containing the attribute along with its properties whose
name or path (relation attribute) is passed in the attributeName parameter.
When this method is applied to a server datasource, the datastore class's attribute is returned as it is defined in the
Datastore Model Designer on the server. To get additional properties related to the datasources, you must use the
getAttribute( ) method.

getClassTitle( )
String getClassTitle( )
Returns

String

Title of the JavaScript variable, array or object associated to the datasource

Description
The getClassTitle( ) method returns the name of the JavaScript variable, array or object to which the local datasource
is bound.
This method is useful when wanting to code generically.

getDataClass( )
Object getDataClass( )
Returns

Object

Attributes of the datasource

Description
The getDataClass( ) method returns an object containing the attributes of the JavaScript variable to which the local
datasource is bound. The structure of the returned object depends of the type of local datasource (Variable, Array, or
Object).

mustResolveOnFirstLevel( )
void mustResolveOnFirstLevel

Description

removeCurrent( )
void removeCurrent( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The removeCurrent( ) method deletes the current element of the datasource.
When applied to a server datasource (Datastore class), this method deletes the datasource's current entity on
the server. On the client, for optimization reasons, the datasource's current entity collection is not resized
automatically: the current entity's attributes are set to null values. If you want to update the entity collection,
you need to execute the initial request again.
When applied to a local datasource of type Array, this method deletes the current element of the array. In this
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case, the associated JavaScript array is also resized.
The removeCurrent( ) method is not available:
to local datasources of type Variable and Object.
to server datasources based on dependencies (relation attribute datasources). In this case, the associated entity
collection cannot be modified.

resolveSource( )
void resolveSource

Description

save( )
void save( )

Description
The save( ) method is available to local datasources only when writing generic code. When it is applied to a local
datasource, it has no effect and always returns Undefined.

sync( )
void sync( )

Description
The sync( ) method synchronizes a local datasource with the Variable, Array or Object to which it is based.
As described in Using Local Datasources, a local datasource references a JavaScript Variable, Array or Object, but is
not this object.
When the content of the datasource is modified, the associated local object is updated by the Wakanda framework.
However, when the local object is modified through JavaScript, the datasource manager is not notified. In this case, you
must "force" the synchronization by using the sync( ) method. The datasource manager then compares the value of the
datasource to the variable. If they are not the same, the datasource is updated with the new value and the appropriate
events are called. If the values are identical, these events are not called.
Example
On an Interface page, we want to calculate the the amount of taxes the employee will have to pay based on his/her
salary. To do this, we use a Text variable associated with a local datasource named taxes. To make sure that this
variable is updated each time the salary attribute changes, we write the following:

In the "onAttributeChange" event of the salary attribute (named onSalaryChange when it is created using the GUI
Designer), we add the following code:
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employeeEvent.onsalaryAttributeChange = function employeeEvent_onsalaryAttributeChange (e
{
taxes = sources.employee.salary * 0.24; // we perform a calculation that we assig
sources.taxes.sync(); // we must notify the datasource so that it can be updated
};
Note that you can associate other widgets with the taxes datasource (below we have a Slider widget) that will
automatically receive the update:

Example
In this example, we illustrate the difference between updating the source of a datasource and updating the datasource
itself.
We define a local datasource of type Array and bind it to a Grid widget in the GUI Designer. This datasource is named
testSource and the Array is named testArray. We want to change all the values of the c1 attribute (of type string) to
uppercase after the Button widget is clicked. To do this, you can place the following in the Button's script:

button6.click = function (event)
{
for (var i = 0; i < testArray.length; i++)
{
testArray[i].c1 = testArray[i].c1.toUpperCase(); // calculations are performed on
}
sources.testSource.sync(); // update the datasource (associated with the array)
};
Example
This example illustrates how you can keep intermediate entity collections when performing a series of queries, more
particularly so that it is possible to then go back without performing any new queries.
Given an interface consisting of the following elements:
a Grid assigned a server datasource "employee" (whose source is the Employee datastore class)
a Text Input widget where you can enter a query whose source is a local datasource of type Variable named
"myQuery"
a Button to execute the query, and
another Button that lets you go back to the previous query:
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Clicking on the "Query" button executes a query on the datasource bound to the Grid with the results being displayed in
the Grid. Here is the code for this button:

button0.click = function (event)
{
var curSet = sources.employee.getEntityCollection(); // retrieve the datasource's entity
curSet.query(myQuery, { onSuccess: function(event) // execute the query on the entity col
{
var newSet = event.entityCollection; // put the resulting entity collection into ne
myHistory.push({ mySet: curSet, myQuery: curQuery}); // store the entity collection
curQuery = myQuery; // assign the current query
sources.employee.setEntityCollection(newSet); // replace the datasource's current e
}
});
};
Clicking the "Back" button restores the previous results for the query in the Grid. Successive clicks let you continue to go
back through the series of queries. Here is the code for this button:

button1.click = function (event)
{
if (myHistory.length > 0) // if queries are stored in the array
{
var e = myHistory.pop(); // retrieve the last element
var mySet = e.mySet; // assign the mySet element to an entity collection
curQuery = e.myQuery; // assign the myQuery element to an entity collection
sources.employee.setEntityCollection(mySet); // replace the datasource's current entit
myQuery = curQuery; // assign the query retrieved to the myQuery datasource
sources.myQuery.sync(); // synchronize the datasource with its variable
}
};
Finally, in order to initialize the variables correctly, we have the following code in the document's onLoad event:

documentEvent.onLoad = function documentEvent_onLoad (event)
{
myHistory = [];
curQuery = "";
myQuery = "";
sources.myQuery.sync();
};
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Server Datasources
The methods of this class work with server datasources, i.e. based on datastore classes defined in the datastore model
of the Wakanda application.
This class inherits the methods of the Datasources class.
Note that attributes of server datasources have specific methods that are available in the Server Datasources
(Attribute) class.

addEntity( )
void addEntity( Entity entity )
Parameter

Type

Description

entity

Entity

Entity to add to the datasource's current entity collection

Description
The addEntity( ) method adds the entity passed as the parameter to the current entity collection of the datasource.
The entity must have already been created or retrieved, for example, following a query.
Example
We want to set up a custom form that allows us to create entities in the employee datasource. The idea here is to
create entities without changing the current entity collection and to only add them when the user saves them. The
following widgets have been placed on the page:

Here is the code for the "Create" button:

button2.click = function button2_click (event)
{
sources.employee.newEntity(); // create a blank entity outside of the current ent
// which, in turn, becomes the current entity
};
Here is the code for the "Save" button:

button3.click = function button3_click (event)
{
sources.employee.save({onSuccess:function(event) // save the current entity in a
{
sources.employee.addEntity(sources.employee.getCurrentElement());
// put the current entity in the datasource's entity collection
} });
};

addNewElement( )
void addNewElement( [Object options] )
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Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options (unused for now)

Description
The addNewElement( ) method adds a new blank element locally to the datasource.
When addNewElement( ) is applied to a server datasource (datastore class), this method creates a new blank
entity, adds it to the end of the datasource's current entity collection and makes it the new current entity. If the
previous current entity was not saved, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange" event is generated first.
"onCollectionChange" and "onCurrentElementChange" events are then generated. The added element is created
in memory with null values by default, but is not saved in the datastore until the save( ) method is called.
When addNewElement( ) is applied to a local datasource of type Array, this method adds a new blank element
to the end of the Array. Note that in this case, thanks to standard mechanisms for managing datasources (see
Using Local Datasources), the local variable is automatically updated by the datasource without having to call
any additional methods.
When adding entities in a server datasource, it is important to note that the entity is created locally. If any code for
business rules is executed on the server when a new entity is created, such as, for instance, the automatic generation of
an ID, it is called when the entity is saved on the server but is not available on the client. If you want the client to have
data that is calculated on the server, you need to execute the serverRefresh( ) method.
The addNewElement( ) method is not available:
on local datasources of type Variable or Object.
on datasources based on dependencies, i.e., relation attribute datasources. In this case, the associated entity
collection cannot be modified.
Example
This example code can be written for a button that lets you add an entity to the employee datasource's entity
collection. Note the call to the serverRefresh( ) method in order to apply the business rules of the server:

button3.click = function button3_click (event)
{
sources.employee.addNewElement();
... // apply business rules here
sources.employee.serverRefresh({onSuccess:function(event){
// the new entity has been initialized by the server
}});
};
Example
Here is a simple example of how to create and save an entity in a datasource:

sources.employee.addNewElement();
sources.employee.lastName=lastNameInput;
// data input by the user through Text Input
sources.employee.firstName=firstNameInput;
sources.employee.save({onSuccess: mySaveHandler;}); // save the entity

allEntities( )
void allEntities( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
Note: You can also call this method's alias all( ).
The allEntities( ) method returns all the server datasource's entities in its current entity collection. This method is the
same as performing a when the queryString parameter contains an empty string.
When it is executed, this method generates the events associated with the datasource (for example, when the current
entity selection has been modified) so that all the widgets or other objects subscribed to this datasource are notified.
This method is called asynchronously, events are generated just before the callback function is executed.
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buildFromSelection( )
void buildFromSelection( Selection entitySelection [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

entitySelection
options

Selection
Object

Subcollection of entities from the current collection
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The buildFromSelection( ) method replaces the datasource's current entity collection with the Selection passed in the
entitySelection parameter.
In addition, the current Selection of the datasource is updated and only contains the first entity of the new collection.
A Selection is a subset of the current entity collection that references the current position of entities within the
collection (and not the IDs). This object is usually generated for a list-oriented widget (i.e., a Grid) when the user
performs a continuous or discontinuous selection of entities by using Shift-click or Ctrl/Command-click. In this context,
if you call the widget's reduceToSelection() method, the buildFromSelection( ) method is called internally and the
current collection of the datasource bound to the widget is updated.
Note: The Grid widget's Selection mode property must be set to Multiple for this mechanism to work. For more
information on this property, refer to the Grid Properties section.
Selection objects can be handled through methods from the Selection class (available in the Dataprovider API).
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the buildFromSelection( ) method. In
this case, they must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
The following parameters are also available in the options block for the buildFromSelection( ) method:
pageSize: number (example: pageSize: 60)
Number of entities per "page" returned by the server to the browser. By default, the value is 40: if the entity
collection contains 200 entities, the server only returns the first 40 (for optimization reasons). Additional
requests are triggered automatically when the client accesses the following pages of entities, for instance by
scrolling a list.
You can have this parameter vary for optimization issues, according, for example, to the size of the widgets.
autoExpand: string containing one or more relation attributes (example: autoExpand: "worksFor, livesIn")
By default, the values of relation attributes are not calculated in the entity collections returned by the server,
for optimization reasons. Access to these values automatically triggers the corresponding requests. You may
want to precalculate these values, for example to be able to display them.
persistOnServer: Boolean (example: persistOnServer: true)
Allows you to keep the current collection of the datasource after an error in the query. This option can prevent
the entity collection from being cleared if the query fails. By defaut, this option is false except for the
removeCurrent( ) method.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
object.
The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.
Example
See the example from the buildFromSelection( ) DataProvider method.

callMethod( )
Mixed callMethod( [Object options] [, String params] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution
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params

String

Parameter(s) to pass to the datastore class method

Returns

Mixed

Value returned by the method in synchronous mode

Description
The callMethod( ) method executes a datastore class method defined for a server datasource. Depending on the type of
method defined in the datastore model, the method will use the datasource's current entity, current entity collection,
or datastore class.
When you call this method in asynchronous mode, the result, if any, of the call to the method is retrieved through the
event.result property in the callback function defined in the options parameter.
Note: You can call a datastore class method directly as the property of an entity, entity collection, or datastore class
(see Calling Datastore Class Methods). The main advantage for using the callMethod( ) method is that you can create
generic code since the method name is passed as a string. It is also easy to define the variables for the method.
Example
This example calls the datastore class method of type "class" type named myQuery on the employee datasource in
asynchronous mode. A simple search is passed as the parameter:

sources.employee.callMethod({method: "myQuery", onSuccess:function(event)
{
$("#display").html("result = "+event.result); // the result is received in event.
} }, "salary > 2000");
Note: The code of the myQuery method is published in the Calling Datastore Class Methods section.

distinctValues( )
void distinctValues( DatasourceAttribute attributeName [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName
options

DatasourceAttribute
Object

Attribute whose distinct values you want to retrieve
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The distinctValues( ) method returns an array containing all the distinct values stored in attribute for the datasource's
current entity collection.
Since this method is called asynchronously, you retrieve the resulting array in the callback function defined in the
options parameter through the event.distinctValues property.
Note: You can also use the generic event.result property.
This command goes through all the entities in the current entity collection to calculate the distinct values. You can also
paginate the results by using the skip and top parameters. These parameters must be passed as objects in the options
block.

filterQuery( )
void filterQuery( String queryString [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
options

String
Object

Search criteria
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The filterQuery( ) method is the same as the query( ) method except that it restricts the search to the current entity
collection of the datasource to which it is applied (and not among all the entities of the datastore class).
This method lets you perform queries by successively reducing of the scope of the search.
In queryString, you pass a valid query string. For a detailed description of this parameter, refer to the Defining Queries
(Client-side) section. You can use parameterized queries that have placeholders of the :n type; in this case, the values
of the parameters must be passed in options through the params array (see below).
This method is called asynchronously, so you must use the options parameter in order to specify the functions to call
when the server returns the resulting entity collection of the query as well as additional configuration parameters.
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getAttributeNames( )
Array getAttributeNames( )
Returns

Array

Array of names of first level attributes of the datasource

Description
The getAttributeNames( ) method returns the names of all the first level attributes of the datasource in an array of
strings. First level attributes of the datasource exclude relation attributes.
This method is mainly useful for the writing of generic code.
Example
The following example outputs a list of attribute names to a <div>:

var personAttr = sources.person.getAttributeNames();
var html = "";
var allAttributeNames = sources.person.getAttributeNames();
for (var i in allAttributeNames) {
var attr = sources.person.getAttribute(allAttributeNames[i]);
html += attr.name + "<br/>";
}
$("#attributenames").html(html);

getAttributeValue( )
Mixed getAttributeValue( String attributeName )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName

String

Name or path of attribute

Returns

Mixed

Current value of attribute

Description
The getAttributeValue( ) method returns the current value of the datasource attribute whose name or path is passed in
the attributeName parameter.
With simple attributes, this method is exactly the same as accessing the value of the attribute directly. For example:

myValue = sources.person.getAttributeValue("firstName");
// is exactly the same as:
myValue = sources.person.firstName;
In this context, this method is mainly useful for generic programming.
However, you need to use this method when you want to get the value of relation attributes (when you pass a path in
attributeName). In this case, you cannot access the values directly because fetching them requires additional processing
on the server.
On the one hand, related data must have been fetched when the current entity collection of the datasource was
created or updated. To do this, you can either:
use the autoexpand property, for example during the initial query( ) to the server.
use the declareDependencies( ) method: in this case, any related data defined are always fetched when you
access first level data.
On the other hand, to access the values of attributes other than first level ones, you can pass a path in the
attributeName parameter. For example, you can enter:

myValue = sources.person.getAttributeValue("father.father.firstName");
// In this case, it is not possible to perform
// sources.person.father.father.firstName directly because access to
// this special value must be carried out asynchronously
The getAttributeValue( ) method is also available for elements fetched using the getElement( ) method (see the
example for the getElement( ) method).
Note: The getAttributeValue( ) method is particularly useful in the context of displaying lists of data. To access the
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related entity (loaded or not) of a relation attribute of the current entity individually, you can also use the load( )
method asynchronously according to the needs of your application.

getClassAttributeByName( )
DatastoreClassAttribute getClassAttributeByName( String attributeName )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeName

String

Name of the attribute

Returns

DatastoreClassAttribute

Object containing the attribute of the datastore class

Description
The getClassAttributeByName( ) method returns an object containing the attribute along with its properties whose
name or path (relation attribute) is passed in the attributeName parameter.
When this method is applied to a server datasource, the datastore class's attribute is returned as it is defined in the
Datastore Model Designer on the server. To get additional properties related to the datasources, you must use the
getAttribute( ) method.

getClassTitle( )
String getClassTitle( )
Returns

String

Title of datastore class

Description
The getClassTitle( ) method returns the title (i.e. the name) of the datastore class to which the server datasource is
attached in the form of a String.
This method is mainly useful for purposes related to generic programming.

getDataClass( )
DatastoreClass getDataClass( )
Returns

DatastoreClass

Datastore class of the datasource

Description
The getDataClass( ) method returns the datastore class from which the server datasource comes. The returned object is
of the DatastoreClass type.

getEntityCollection( )
EntityCollection getEntityCollection( )
Returns

EntityCollection

Current entity collection of the datasource

Description
The getEntityCollection( ) method returns the current entity collection of the datasource to which it is applied.
Warning: this method returns an object of the EntityCollection type that you cannot pass directly to a datasource.
These objects are handled client-side using the Dataprovider API (see EntityCollection of the Dataprovider API ) or using
the setEntityCollection( ) method.
Example
This example illustrates how you can keep intermediate entity collections when performing a series of queries, more
particularly so that it is possible to then go back without performing any new queries.
Given an interface consisting of the following elements:
a Grid assigned a server datasource "employee" (whose source is the Employee datastore class)
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a Text Input widget where you can enter a query whose source is a local datasource of type Variable named
"myQuery"
a Button to execute the query, and
another Button that lets you go back to the previous query:

Clicking on the "Query" button executes a query on the datasource bound to the Grid with the results being displayed in
the Grid. Here is the code for this button:

button0.click = function (event)
{
var curSet = sources.employee.getEntityCollection(); // retrieve the datasource's entity
curSet.query(myQuery, { onSuccess: function(event) // execute the query on the entity col
{
var newSet = event.entityCollection; // put the resulting entity collection into ne
myHistory.push({ mySet: curSet, myQuery: curQuery}); // store the entity collection
curQuery = myQuery; // assign the current query
sources.employee.setEntityCollection(newSet); // replace the datasource's current e
}
});
};
Clicking the "Back" button restores the previous results for the query in the Grid. Successive clicks let you continue to go
back through the series of queries. Here is the code for this button:

button1.click = function (event)
{
if (myHistory.length > 0) // if queries are stored in the array
{
var e = myHistory.pop(); // retrieve the last element
var mySet = e.mySet; // assign the mySet element to an entity collection
curQuery = e.myQuery; // assign the myQuery element to an entity collection
sources.employee.setEntityCollection(mySet); // replace the datasource's current entit
myQuery = curQuery; // assign the query retrieved to the myQuery datasource
sources.myQuery.sync(); // synchronize the datasource with its variable
}
};
Finally, in order to initialize the variables correctly, we have the following code in the document's onLoad event:

documentEvent.onLoad = function documentEvent_onLoad (event)
{
myHistory = [];
curQuery = "";
myQuery = "";
sources.myQuery.sync();
};

newEntity( )
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void newEntity( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution
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Description
The newEntity( ) method creates a new blank entity in the datasource to which it is applied and makes it the new
current entity.
Note that this method does not modify the current entity collection of the datasource: the new entity is not included in
this entity collection (its position in the current entity collection is -1). Therefore, in this specific case, the current
entity of the datasource is located outside of the current entity collection. This makes it possible, for instance, when
using an autoform, to create a new entity and propose it to the user without losing the entity collection of the
datasource. The entity is only added to the current entity collection if the user validates its creation.
If you want for the new current entity to be included in the entity collection, it is preferable to use the
addNewElement( ) method that creates an entity and adds it to the current entity collection.
The newEntity( ) method is not available for datasources based on dependencies of related attributes (datasource of
the related entity type).
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the newEntity( ) method. In this case,
they must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
object.
The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.

orderBy( )
void orderBy( String sortOrder [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

sortOrder
options

String
Object

Attribute(s) to sort and sort direction(s)
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The orderBy( ) method sorts the current entity collection of the datasource to which it is applied.
In the orderByString parameter, you pass a string specifying the sort criteria of the entity collection:
You can pass 1 to X names of datastore class attributes as strings that are separated by commas. The order in
which the attributes are passed determines the sorting priority of the entities.
For each attribute, you can pass the string asc to perform an ascending sort or desc for a descending sort. By
default, attributes are sorted in ascending order.
Note: You can use the "order by" keyword directly in a query string in order to return a sorted entity collection. For
more information, refer to Building a query. When queries are performed on the client, using this mechanism to return
a sorted entity collection directly is usually more optimized.
Sorting is performed by the server. This method is called asynchronously, so you must use the options parameter in
order to specify the functions to call when the server returns the resulting entity collection.

query( )
void query( String queryString [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

queryString
options

String
Object

Search criteria
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
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The query( ) method searches for entities meeting the search criteria specified in queryString among all the entities of
the datastore class for the datasource to which it is applied. The entities found make up the new current entity
collection of the datasource.
Note: If you want to perform a query only among the entities of the current entity collection, use the filterQuery( )
method.
Pass a valid search string in queryString. For a detailed description of this parameter, refer to Defining Queries (Clientside). If you pass an empty string in this parameter, all the entities are returned. You can use parameterized queries
using placeholders of the :n type; in this case, the values of the parameters must be passed in options through the
params array (see below).
This method is called asynchronously, so you must use the options parameter in order to specify the functions to call
when the server returns the resulting entity collection of the query as well as additional configuration parameters.
Example
Simple asynchronous query of employees having the first and last names passed as parameters:

sources.employee.query('lastName = :1 OR firstName = :2',
{onSuccess: function(event)
{// ... handling of query
}, params: ["Barrett", "James"]// parameters of query
}
);
Note: For more information about the syntax of query strings, refer to Defining Queries (Client-side).
This code can be associated with a button. When the user clicks it, the query is performed and the current entity
collection of the datasource then only contains entities whose "lastName" attribute is "Barrett" or whose "firstName"
attribute is "James". All the widgets subscribed to the datasource are updated and the events are generated.
Note that usually the query is based on a value entered by the user. For this, you can add an input area in the interface
and associate a local datasource of the variable type with it. If you name it, for instance, "nameToFind", you can then
write:

sources.employee.query('lastName = :1',nameToFind); // nameToFind here is the JavaScript
// it is assigned a value automatically by the datasource
Example
To illustrate how the options of this method work, we are using an interface containing the following elements:
an employee datasource displayed in a grid type widget,
a "text input" widget associated with a local (variable) datasource named "myQuery", where you can enter a
query string,
a progress bar named "mybar".

The query is launched by clicking the Query button. Here is the code for this button:

button2.click = function button2_click (event)
{
sources.employee.query("name = :1", myQuery+WAF.wildchar, {

// wildchar value is
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pageSize: 100,
// receives the entities by pages of 100
queryPlan: true,
// generates the query plan
progressBar:"mybar",
// updates the progress bar
autoExpand:"employer" // precalculates related attributes
});
};
Entering a query string reduces the selection of the datasource; the progress bar is updated automatically (if the
execution time is long enough):

removeCurrent( )
void removeCurrent( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The removeCurrent( ) method deletes the current element of the datasource.
When applied to a server datasource (Datastore class), this method deletes the datasource's current entity on
the server. On the client, for optimization reasons, the datasource's current entity collection is not resized
automatically: the current entity's attributes are set to null values. If you want to update the entity collection,
you need to execute the initial request again.
When applied to a local datasource of type Array, this method deletes the current element of the array. In this
case, the associated JavaScript array is also resized.
The removeCurrent( ) method is not available:
to local datasources of type Variable and Object.
to server datasources based on dependencies (relation attribute datasources). In this case, the associated entity
collection cannot be modified.

save( )
void save( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The save( ) method saves, on the server, the current entity of the datasource to which it is applied.
On the server, any code associated with the onValidate and onSave datastore class events is executed. You must call
this method after creating or modifying each entity, if you want to save the changes.
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This method is called asynchronously, so you can get the entity as it was saved through the event.entity property in the
callback function specified in the options parameter. Note that in this case, you access the attributes of the entity as
they were saved on the server, i.e. after applying any business rules specified on the server. This way you can retrieve
calculated attributes. All attributes that are modified and not null are returned.
If an error occurs, for example if the entity was modified by another user between when it is loaded and when it is
saved, the error is returned in the error parameter of the "onError" callback function (or in event.error if you only use a
single function). You can access the error stack through the error object, for example error.message. Note that when
there is an error, the server returns the values of the entity in the callback function as they were saved, for example, so
that you can display them (see Locking Entities in the Dataprovider manual).

selectByKey( )
void selectByKey( Number | String key [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

key
options

Number, String
Object

Primary key value
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The selectByKey( ) method sets the current element of the datasource to the entity whose primary key is passed in the
key parameter.
If the key parameter does not correspond to the primary key of an entity in the datasource's current collection, the
method does nothing.
Example
In this example, you want to select, in a list, the first entity whose "name" attribute value matches the letters entered
by the user in a text area. The challenge is to keep your current collection untouched and only to change the current
selected entity (the list may scroll if the selected entity is not visible).
The interface page contains a grid, an entry area, and a button:

Note: person and person1 datasources are bound to the same datastore class.
Select when the button is clicked
Firstly, we just want to select the entity matching the entered value when the user clicks on the Select button.
In the 'On Click' button event, we add the following query on the person1 datasource:

button2.click = function button2_click (event)
{ // When successful, change the current element for person1
source.person1.query("name = :1",vName+WAF.wildchar); //WAF.wildchar contain
};
In the 'OnCurrentElementChange' event for person1 datasource, we select the person entity with the
corresponding ID:

person1Event.onCurrentElementChange = function person1Event_onCurrentElementChange
{
if (source.person1.ID != null)
source.person.selectByKey(source.person1.ID); //Change selection in pers
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};

Select when a letter is typed in
Now, we want to select the entity matching the entered value while the user is typing it (type-ahead).
In the 'On Key Up' event of the text area, we just add the following query on the person1 datasource:

textField1.keyup = function textField1_keyup (event)
{
var typedName = $("#textField1").val(); //to get the object value
source.person1.query("name = :1",typedName+WAF.wildchar); // same query as t
};
The 'On Current Element Change' event for person1 datasource is exactly the same as previous example:

person1Event.onCurrentElementChange = function person1Event_onCurrentElementChange
{
if (source.person1.ID != null)
source.person.selectByKey(source.person1.ID); //Change selection in pers
};

setCurrentEntity( )
void setCurrentEntity( Entity entity )
Parameter

Type

Description

entity

Entity

Entity to set as current entity of the datasource

Description
The setCurrentEntity( ) method changes the current entity in the datasource to which it is applied. The new current
entity is the one that you pass in the entity parameter. This entity must correspond to the datastore class of the
datasource and must have been created or loaded as well, for example using the methods of the Dataprovider.
If no current entity was defined, the "onBeforeCurrentElementChange" event is generated first.
"onCurrentElementChange" event is then generated.
Note that this method does not change the current entity collection of the datasource: the entity passed as parameter
is not included in this entity collection (its position in the current entity collection is -1). Therefore, in this specific
case, the current entity of the datasource is located outside of the current entity collection. This makes it possible, for
instance, when using an autoform, to fetch and work with an entity without losing the entity collection of the
datasource. The entity is only added to the current entity collection if the user validates the changes.
If you want for the new current entity to be included in the entity collection, it is preferable to use the addEntity( )
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method that creates an entity and adds it to the current entity collection.
Example
The setCurrentEntity( ) function can be useful in allowing the user to edit the details of an entity on your Interface
page that might be outside the entity collection they are viewing. Based on user actions you might later choose to add it
to the entity collection with the addEntity( ) function.

//assuming element 32 is not part of our selected entities, let’s
//get it and make it our current entity
ds.Person.getEntity(32,{
onSuccess:function(event){
//onSuccess
var a = event.entity;
sources.person.setCurrentEntity(a);
var pos = sources.person.getPosition();
},
onError:function(event){
},
userData: "My user data"}
);

//pos will be -1

setEntityCollection( )
void setEntityCollection( EntityCollection newCollection [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

newCollection
options

EntityCollection
Object

Entity collection to apply to the datasource
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The setEntityCollection( ) method replaces the current entity collection of the datasource to which it is applied by the
one passed in the newCollection parameter. Warning: you must pass an object of the EntityCollection type. These
objects are normally worked with on the client side using the Dataprovider API (see EntityCollection of the
Dataprovider API) and can be returned by datastore class methods (see the example).
This method is called asynchronously and you must use an options block.
Once the entity collection is replaced, automatic mechanisms related to the datasource are enabled: more specifically,
the "onCollectionChange" event is generated and the subscribed widgets are notified.
The setEntityCollection( ) method is not available for datasources based on dependencies of related attributes
(datasource of the related entities type). In this case, the associated entity collection cannot be modified.
Example
Given the "moreThanAverage" datastore class method, defined on the server, that returns an entity collection:

methods =
{
Employee :
moreThanAverage:function()
{
return this.query("salary > :1", this.all().average("salary"));
// returns an entity collection
}
}
On the client side, you can call this method and apply the resulting entity collection to the datasource, for example
using a button:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
var result = ds.Employee.moreThanAverage(); // synchronous call of the function o
sources.employee.setEntityCollection(result);
// Replaces the current entity collection of the datasource
};
Example
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Given a classic "Employee/Company" datastore model, we want to display the collection of all the employees related to
the current collection of companies. For example, if the company 1 has three employees (named A, B and C) and the
company 2 has two employees (D and E), we want to display A, B, C, D, E when company 1 and company 2 are
displayed.
See below the basic datastore model. Note that we only added a collection method to the company class,
getEmployees():

The scope of this method is "Public" (it can be seen on the client) and its code is:

Company :
{
collectionMethods :
{
// getEmployees() returns a collection: the list of all the
// employees working for the companies in the companies collection
getEmployees:function()
{
return this.allEmployees;
// You could sort the collection with return this.allEmployees.orderBy('n
}
}
}
Client-side, both collections are displayed in two datagrids, each of them bound to the corresponding datastore class
datasource:

The Company datagrid selection mode is "multiple", use Ctrl+clic (Windows) or Command+clic (Mac OS) to select
entities. Once we select a subset of entities in this datagrid and click Reduce to selected, the Employee datagrid
selection is automatically updated and displays all the Employee entities related to the collection of companies:
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The code for the Reduce to selected button is only:

bReduce.click = function bReduce_click (event)
{
$$('gridComps').reduceToSelected(); //ask the server to build a new collection
// As soon as the collection is modified, the onCollectionChange() code is fired
};
To update the Employee datagrid, the following code has been written for the onCollectionChange event of the
company datasource:

companyEvent.onCollectionChange = function companyEvent_onCollectionChange (event)
{
/* Update the list of employees everytime the collection of Companies change
(which means everytime a new collection is created). This code will work whatever
the way the collection is created (query, reduceToSelected, ...),
*/
var theCollection = sources.company.getEntityCollection();
if(theCollection !== null) {
// We call the getEmployees() datastore method asynchronously
theCollection.getEmployees({
onSuccess: function(evt) {
// The collection returned by getEmployees() is in evt.result and can
// be set immediately to the employee datasource
sources.employee.setEntityCollection( evt.result );
}
});
};
Example
Instead of displaying all the companies in one Grid and its employees in another. We want to display only the companies
whose revenues are greater than $100,000 and who have employees. In our model below, we created a datastore class
method applied to a class, named "getCompaniesWithEmployees":
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The code for this method is the following:

getCompaniesWithEmployees:function()
{
var myEmployees = ds.Employee.all(); //get all employees
return myEmployees.employer.query("company.revenues > :1", 100000); //return only t
//that have revenues of over 100000
}
We then call the datastore class method in the On Load event of the Interface page (remembering to deselect the
Initial Query checkbox for the "company" datasource):

documentEvent.onLoad = function documentEvent_onLoad (event)
{
var result = ds.Company.newMethod({onSuccess:function(event) {
sources.company.setEntityCollection(event.result);
}
});
};

toArray( )
void toArray( String attributeList [, Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

attributeList
options

String
Object

List of attributes to return as an array or "" to return all the attributes
Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The toArray( ) method creates and returns a JavaScript array where each element is an object containing a set of
properties and values corresponding to the attribute names and values of the datasource to which the method is
applied. If the datastore class contains relation attributes, the values of these attributes are themselves objects
containing sets of properties and values for the related entities.
This method is applied to the current entity collection of the datasource. In a single request, it generates a complete
array of values including X navigation levels.
Pass a string containing a list of attributes separated by commas in the attributeList parameter. You can pass either:
a string containing the names or paths of attributes belonging to the datastore class of the datasource, for
example ("lastName, salary, company," and so on). You can pass first level attributes or relation attributes, for
example ("lastName,firstName, father.firstName, mother.firstName, father.lastName"). In the resulting array,
attributes corresponding to related data are themselves objects containing attributes and values.
In the case of a relation attribute for a N->1 relationship, the attribute contains a sub-object, itself
consisting of the requested attribute/value pairs.
In the case of a relation attribute for a 1->N relationship, the attribute contains a sub-array listing the
related entities. In this case, you can limit the number of sub-elements to be fetched by the main
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element by passing "RelatedAttribute: X" (where X represents the number of sub-elements to return) in
the attributeList parameter. For example, in the case of a Company/Employee relationship, you can pass
"Employee:10" so as to retrieve only the first 10 employees of the company.
an empty string ("") or no parameter (): in this case, all the datastore class attributes of the datasource are
returned. If the datastore class contains related attributes, you automatically retrieve for each of them the
internal ID of each related entity (primary key + internal stamp, see below).
When it is called from a client machine, the method automatically performs two operations:
It adds, for each array element, the internal ID of each entity. This ID is made with the primary key and the
internal stamp of the entity. The array receives this ID as an object named __KEY containing an ID:value,
__STAMP:value pair.
It performs all the necessary autoExpand operations, according to the contents of the attributeList parameter,
in order to fetch the related data.
Since this method must be called asynchronously, the resulting array is retrieved through the event.result property in
the callback function defined in the options parameter.
Example
We want to retrieve an array containing the first 10 students listed in the current entity collection of the datasource as
well as their courses:

sources.Students.toArray ("lastName, firstName, courses.matter",
{
top = 10, // we want the first ten
orderBy: "firstName, courses.matter", // sorted by first name and by courses in a sub
onSuccess: function(event) // asynchronous call
{
myArray = event.result // we retrieve the array of objects
myArray[1].courses[2].matter // access to the 3rd course of the 2nd student
... // other processing
}
});
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Server Datasources (Attribute)
The methods of this theme work with the attributes of server datasources (based on datastore classes). Datasource
attributes are copies of datastore class attributes; they have specific methods.
The methods available for datasource attributes depend on their type: storage attributes or relation attributes.

addListener( )
Number addListener( Function eventHandler [, Object userData] )
Parameter

Type

Description

eventHandler
userData

Function
Object

Function to execute for handling the event
Block of user data passed as is

Returns

Number

ID of the listener

Description
The addListener( ) method installs a listener on the attribute of the datasource to which it is applied. In this context,
you do not need to define an eventKind parameter: the onAttributeChange event is automatically subscribed.
The method returns a number which is a unique ID that you can pass to the removeListener( ) method.
In the eventHandler parameter, pass the function whose code must be executed when the event occurs. Within this
function, you can obtain:
the type of event that triggered the call through the event.eventKind property (always 'onAttributeChange' in
this case);
the current datasource through the event.dataSource property;
the attribute listened to through the event.attributeName property;
the userData data if passed (see below), through the event.data property.
This method is a shortcut intended to make adding listeners easier when you work with attribute references -internally, this method calls the generic addListener( ) method. For example, you can use this method after the
getAttribute( ) method.
For more information and examples, refer to the documentation of the generic addListener( ) method (Datasources
class).

dispatch( )
void dispatch( )

Description
The dispatch( ) method forces the triggering of an event on the datasource attribute to which it is applied. In this
context, it is not necessary to define the eventKind parameter: the onAttributeChange event is automatically
triggered.
This method is a shortcut intended to make generating events easier when you work with attribute references -internally, this method calls the generic dispatch( ) method. For more information, refer to the documentation of the
dispatch( ) method.
Note: This method works at the datasource level and does not generate requests to the server. Consequently, it cannot
be called asynchronously.

getOldValue( )
Mixed getOldValue( )
Returns

Mixed

Previous value of attribute

Description
The getOldValue( ) method returns the previous value of the datasource attribute to which it is applied. This is the last
value of the attribute saved in the datastore.
This method can be used, for example, in the "onBeforeCurrentEntityChange" datasource event in order to compare the
values of an attribute that has been modified but not saved. For more information about this event, refer to the
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description of the addListener( ) command.

getValue( )
Mixed getValue( )
Returns

Mixed

Current value of the datasource attribute

Description
The getValue( ) method returns the current value of the datastore class type datasource attribute to which it is applied.
This method only works with first-level attributes. For relation attributes, you should use the getAttributeValue( )
method.
This method is useful in specific cases of generic programming but is rarely needed because the values of datasource
attributes can be accessed as properties.

getValueForInput( )
String getValueForInput( )
Returns

String

Value of attribute formatted for input

Description
The getValueForInput( ) method returns the current value of the attribute to which it is applied in a form compatible
with input in a widget.
For example, a Date type attribute contains a JavaScript date type value (returned by the getValue( ) method). You can
use the getValueForInput( ) method to display the same date as a formatted string.

load( )
void load( [Object options] )
Parameter

Type

Description

options

Object

Block of options for asynchronous execution

Description
The load( ) method retrieves the related entity of the relation attribute for the current entity of the datasource to
which it is applied.
This method only works if there is a current entity defined in the datasource. It is available for datasource relation
attributes of the "N->1" type.
Note: Internally, this method is called by datasources of the Related Entity type.
On the client side, datasource relation attributes are not directly entities because the datasources themselves only
contain copies of attributes. You must use this method to be able to read them.
You retrieve the related entity through the event.entity object of the callback method. Note that if there is no related
entity, you get a Null value; however, the 'onSuccess' function is nevertheless called.
This method is mainly useful for dynamic access to a related entity that was not preloaded through the autoExpand
option or by the declareDependencies( ) method. When accessing multiple entities, you can use these global
mechanisms, associated for example with the getAttributeValue( ) method.
options
For detailed information about this parameter, please refer to the Syntaxes for Callback Functions section.
In the options parameter, you pass an object containing the "onSuccess" and/or "onError" callback functions along with
any additional properties, depending on the method. Each callback function receives a single parameter, which is the
event.
You can also pass the onSuccess and onError functions directly as parameters to the load( ) method. In this case, they
must be passed just before (and outside) the options parameter.
userData: any valid JavaScript value (examples: userData: {myTest: "Data to pass"}, userData: 2012)
In the options parameter, you can pass a userData property containing data you'd like to later retrieve. You
simply pass the data to this property and retrieve it from inside the callback function in the event.userData
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object.
The userData property can contain any JavaScript valid value (scalar value, object, array, etc.). You can use the
userData member to pass any static or dynamic data (for example, references to widgets, counters...) that you
want to use again in the callback function.
Example
To retrieve the father's related entity:

sources.person.father.load( // load the relation attribute
{
onSuccess: function(event) // only if there is a current entity in the person datasou
{
var fatherEntity = event.entity
// here you can display or process the entity
}
});

normalize( )
Mixed normalize( Mixed value )
Parameter

Type

Description

value

Mixed

Value to normalize according to the attribute type

Returns

Mixed

Value corresponding to the attribute type

Description
The normalize( ) method converts the given value to the best matching type regarding the datasource attribute type to
which it is applied. You use it when you need to store the value according to the attribute's type.
This method works with simple attributes.
Example
In this example, we want to pass a number value in an ID attribute, regardless of the value passed as a parameter:

var stringID = "2"; // ID in the form of a string (can come from data entry)
sources.persons.ID.normalize(stringID) ; // we store a number

set( )
void set( DataSource | Entity | Null entity )
Parameter

Type

Description

entity

DataSource, Entity, Null

Entity or Reference of related datasource

Description
The set( ) method assigns the entity to the relation attribute of the current entity of the datasource to which it is
applied.
To bind an entity, in the entity parameter, you can pass either:
an entity (obtained, for example, using a method of the Dataprovider), or
a related datasource, in which case the method automatically uses the current entity of this datasource.
This method is only available for datasource relation attributes of the "N->1" type. On the client side, datasource
relation attributes are not directly entities because the datasources themselves only contain copies of attributes. You
must use this method to be able to assign them.
To unbind the related entity from the current entity of the datasource, just pass null in the entity parameter, for
example:

sources.employee.employer.set(null); // unbinds the current entity
Note: This method works at the datasource level and does not generate requests to the server. Consequently, it cannot
be called asynchronously.
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Example
In an interface, we want to assign a datasource entity as the value for the attribute of an entity in a second datasource.
Specifically, we display a list of employees and a list of employers and we want to use a button to specify that an
employee works for the selected employer. Naturally, the two datastore classes must be related in the datastore model.

Here is the code for the Works for >> button:

button0.click = function (event)
{
sources.employee.employer.set(sources.company);
// employer is a relation attribute of the datasource; it has the set method
// we assign a datasource to it, hence its current element
sources.employee.save();
};

setValue( )
void setValue( Mixed value )
Parameter

Type

Description

value

Mixed

New value for the attribute

Description
The setValue( ) method sets the value for the server datasource (of type datastore class) attribute with value. This
method only works with first-level attributes. Relation attributes are always read-only, so you cannot change their value
using this method.
This method is useful in certain cases of generic programming, but is rarely needed because values can be assigned
directly to datasource attributes using JavaScript.
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